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A Bayesian analysis of received wisdom…

Life arose ‘quickly’ in first few 100 Myrs on Earth…

Evidence for high abiogenesis probability?

Spiegel & Turner 2012



Spiegel & Turner 2011

Life arose ‘quickly’ in first few 100 Myrs on Earth

Evidence for high abiogenesis probability?

Not necessarily, choice of prior 
dominates posterior probability...life 
on Earth could be 1st in universe

However, one independent example of abiogenesis would 
push posterior rate to >1 per Gyr on suitable planets

A Bayesian analysis of received wisdom…



Where can we look to find an independent abiogenesis?

Earth

Mars

Icy Moons 
(Europa, Enceladus) 

Other bodies 
(Ceres, Titan, Venus)

Exoplanets 
(Rocky)

‘Shadow life’

Multiple OoL events

Extinct/fossil
Extant

Demonstrate 
independence?

Cryovolcanic geyser contents

Interior exploration

Surface effluvia

Novel metabolism/surface exploration

Upper atmosphere exploration

Atmospheric biosignatures

Pigmentation/surface characteristics

Technosignatures
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Mars
• Clear evidence of periods with substantial 

surface/near surface liquid water

Cemented pebbles in ancient 
stream bed?

• Increasing evidence of organic 
deposits (inc. 10 C-atom ‘fatty acid-
like’ compound) in mudstone that 
could be indigenous (i.e. not 
meteoritic)

Recurring Slope Lineae - brine/hydrated salts



Icy Moons
Good evidence of subsurface liquid zones (morphology, induced magnetic field, 
plumes).

That water is modestly salty: sodium, calcium (seen in Enceladus plumes 
and Europa radiation-altered deposits). Some organics, some ammonia in 
Enceladus plumes.

Europa/Galileo Enceladus/Cassini



Icy Moons

Latest Cassini result on +/-0.12 
degree Enceladus libration 
indicates global ocean

That ocean feeds/creates 
Saturn’s E-ring

SiO2 nanoparticles indicate contact 
with rocks & hydrothermal systems?



Longevity of oceans unknown - could be ancient, maintained by tidal heating 
and radiogenic heating + insulation (also, ammonia lowers eutectic point)

Altogether, crude models of interiors of water-rich solar system objects 
(moons, dwarf planets - inc. Pluto, Ceres) suggest ~15 times volume of all 
Earth’s oceans in subsurface environments.



Titan’s seas & shores?

Energetically interesting: molecular H2 reacting with acetylene (C2H2) - producing 
methane(CH4). 

Downward flux of H2 (produced by photolysis of methane etc. in upper atmosphere)  
inferred in atmosphere (Strobel et al. 2010), but no accumulation on surface 
(likewise for acetylene), suggesting something is removing it… 

H2 unreactive in environment, catalyst needed - no obvious mineralogical 
culprit. Rates are consistent with biological use by methanogenic 
organisms...although this is highly speculative (McKay & Smith 2005) !

~94 Kelvin 
surface



Exoplanets



0.7% 
dimming

Jupiter

~2,700 K dayside temperature



Mars

Exoplanets





Kepler: 4,737 planet candidates (inc. 1033 confirmed)

Radial velocity detections: total 1,952 planets in 
1,235 systems.

Kepler data releases: 70% to 90% planet 
candidates smaller than Neptune (~20% 
‘Earth sized’ <1.25 R⊕)

Across all techniques:
300   2-planet systems
98     3-planet systems
49     4-planet systems
15     5-planet systems
2       6-planet systems
2       7-planet systems



0.51 Earth-sized planets per cool star 
(Porbit<50 days, M*<0.6 Msolar, 0.5-1.4RE)

0.15 Earth-sized planets in ‘habitable 
zone’ per cool star

95% confidence of ‘habitable’ world 
within 16 light years

Dressing & Charbonneau 2013



An incredible diversity of worlds

Hot Jupiters

‘Icarus’ worlds

Retrograde orbits

‘Packed’ systems

Elliptical orbits

Pitch black worlds

Carbon-rich Diamond layers

Ocean planets

Twin suns

‘Super-Earths’

Hydrogen rockys

Rogue planets



Extraordinary diversity of system architectures, and likely 
planetary states

‘waterworlds’

Winn et al. 2011

KOI-314c



How do we identify and study ‘habitable’ planets?

ROCKE3D - Based on the GISS Model E2 
coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM

Calibrating climate 
states far from 
modern Earth using 
the solar system 
through time…



Neoproterozoic Earth does not enter full snowball 
state at low CO2, reduced insolation (Sohl, Chandler, Jonas)

0.5 to 1.0 Billion years agoTesting the edges of ‘habitability’ - the outer zones

0.5 to 1.0 Billion years ago 40ppm CO2, So 94%



Way, Del Genio, Kelley, Aleinov, Clune and Kiang

Slow rotating planets and the ‘inner habitable zone’

Slowing rotation

Modern solar

‘paleo’ Venus



To address ‘habitability’ we must also couple climate dynamics to spin-
orbit dynamics...

Total system architecture is therefore a critical ingredient...

Scharf, Armstrong, Barnes 2015

‘Compact’ 
solar system 
epoch 
(~3.8-4.5 
Gya/Hadean)

Earth

Mars



Biosignatures
Primary focus on near future observables: spectroscopic ‘markers’ (oxygen, 
methane) in starlight filtered by atmospheres during transit.

Unclear if data will allow definitive claims - however, statistics could 
reveal populations of planets with life versus those without… 
“These worlds look different”

But it’s HARD - e.g. ‘spectrum’ of 6.5 Earth mass ‘ocean world’ GJ 1214b (clouds?)



Technosignatures

Pollution? Artificial structures? Thermal output from energy conversion?

Recent survey work of infrared emission from nearby galaxies seems 
to rule out ‘mega’ civilizations (farming all stellar energy in a galaxy).



A gloomy assessment: The Great Filter and the Fermi Paradox

• Finding independent life (e.g. on Mars) would indeed boost cosmic 
abiogenesis probability 

• But then where is everyone else?

• Implication is that life simply never gets past a certain point, it never goes 
interstellar, it is filtered out…

• So finding life on Mars would actually be very bad news! (Bostrom 2008)



An optimistic assessment 

• We’re closer than we’ve ever been to getting some proper answers

• The Fermi Paradox may simply be due to our still very limited 
measurements of ‘what’s out there’ and our exceedingly short 
history (~0.001% age of universe)



New frontier: direct imaging of planetary systems

Gemini Planet Imager

HR 4796A

HR 8799, Project 1640



Measuring abiogenesis probabilities by seeking origins?
‘Life is a self-sustaining trajectory in state-space’  
(Cronin & Walker 2015)

What is life?

For example: finding natural 
autocatalytic processes 
necessary for metabolism 
(chemical species increases 
its own rate of production 
without biological catalysts)

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the reductive citric acid cycle, re-
drawn from Morowitz et al. (2000). The branching step is
the splitting up of citrate into oxaloacetate and acetyl CoA,
which is then transformed into a second oxaloacetate, so that
its concentration doubles on every turn of the cycle. (b) The
mechanism of the formose reaction, as proposed by Breslow
(1959). The branching step is the decomposition of an al-
dotetrose into two molecules of glycoaldehyde. The formose
reaction has been observed experimentally, without the use
of biological catalysts.

fined as a net chemical reaction, at least one of whose prod-
ucts is also an intermediate. This allows the concentration
of intermediates to build up over time, which under the
right conditions can lead to exponential growth. Such reac-
tions are not uncommon and are often the mechanism behind
combustion and explosive reactions. A more formal defini-
tion of this type of autocatalysis is given by Andersen et al.
(2012). In the classification of Plesson et al. (2011), this
definition includes direct, indirect and autoinductive forms
of autocatalysis.

Some known examples of autocatalysis via branching
chain reactions are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. This definition
is similar in spirit to that of an autocatalytic set, but in our
case the catalysis mechanism emerges from the system’s dy-
namics, rather than being a property of individual molecules.

Autocatalytic cycles have been hypothesised as playing an
important role in the origins of life. Wächtershäuser (1988),
and later Morowitz et al. (2000) proposed the reductive cit-
ric acid cycle (Figure 1a) as a possible means by which
molecules such as sugars, lipids and amino acids could have
been generated on the early Earth. The citric acid cycle is
important in modern biology but its intermediate steps are
catalysed by enzymes. Wächtershäuser’s argument was that
inorganic surface catalysts might have been able to play the
same role on the early Earth. Morowitz et al. argued that
the reductive citric acid cycle might be unique, in the sense
of being the only autocatalytic cycle that could lead to the
complexity of modern life on an Earth-like planet.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Some other known examples of autocatalysis via
chain reactions. (a) A few of the most important reaction
steps in the early stages of the combustion of H2, demon-
strating autocatalysis via a more complex network than a
single cycle. H2 and O2 can be mixed without reacting, but
due to this mechanism they will react very rapidly after an
initial spark produces small quantities of H and O. (b) Tem-
plate replication is a special case of chain reaction autocatal-
ysis. Here, an AB dimer catalyses the formation of another
AB dimer through complementary base pairing. Figure 2b
is taken from Virgo et al. (2012), in which a physical in-
stantiation of template replication was demonstrated using
macroscopic “monomers” floating above an air table.

These ideas have been criticised on the grounds that it
would be difficult to find mineral catalysts that would catal-
yse every step in this relatively complex cycle (Orgel, 2000)
without also catalysing side-reactions that would reduce
the replicator’s specificity to a non-viable level (Szathmáry,
2000). This latter problem must be solved by any approach
to the origins of life. In any autocatalytic chemical sys-
tem there will be reactions that contribute to the autocat-
alytic network (branching reactions and propagating reac-
tions) and reactions that deplete its constituents (terminating
reactions). If the latter dominate then growth will not occur.

In this paper we offer solutions to these problems. King
(1982) gave a heuristic argument that the formation of au-
tocatalytic cycles is very likely in systems that are driven
by a flow of energy across their boundary but closed to
matter flow. This is because the products of any reaction
will eventually be recycled, and this recycling process has
a high probability of forming part of an autocatalytic cycle.
Our model confirms that this phenomenon can occur in very
simple driven systems, even if the system is not completely
closed to matter flow. This suggests that there may be a great
number of simpler autocatalytic systems that could have
preceded the reductive citric acid cycle, perhaps ultimately
leading to the production of complex organic molecules that
could play the role of enzymes.

ECAL - General Track

241 ECAL 2013

Assume that a biological 
entity must be able to 
positively influence the 
production of its own 
components (reproduction/
maintenance)

Genetics first or 
metabolism first?

The Formose 
reaction



Origins 
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Key approaches to 
OoL questions

Scharf et al. 2015


